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Consider designing a spacecraft trajectory that will visit as many asteroids as possible using the least amount of propellant, in the shortest amount of time, with only a tiny engine. Now, consider designing the trajectory of a spacecraft that collects as many pieces of space debris using minimum propellant. What these problems have in common is that in order to solve them, a large and complex optimization problem has to be solved. Developing software to solve these problems in a fast and accurate way is in itself a challenge. But if we take into account that the software has to be general enough to solve other trajectory optimization problems, should incorporate state of art algorithms while maintaining legacy code, should run in single computing environments and also in computer clusters and should also help the designer to understand the solution by graphically interacting with it, the software development process becomes as complicated as the problem it is trying to solve. This presentation will outline some of the challenges encountered while developing the Copernicus trajectory tool as well as examples of trajectory optimization problems solved with this tool.